THE TC STANDARDS
SELF REVIEW PROCESS

Introduction
 Cyrenian House was established in 1981 as a

not-for-profit non-government organisation to
deliver AOD rehabilitative treatment services
and has evolved into a professional, ethical and
effective treatment agency recognised as a
leader in the field.
 Cyrenian adopted the Therapeutic Community
Model in January 1999 and has been an active
participant in the TC Sector ever since.
 The organisation has strong records of
excellence in service delivery, including direct
experience in delivering services to Aboriginal
individuals and families impacted by substance
use.

Located on 32 acres of natural bushland 30 minutes north of Perth , the
TC currently has 32 staff , a volunteer program for TC graduates and a
number of student placements throughout the year.

Two Programs- One Community


The Mixed Gender Program is open to
adults 18 years of age and over with a
maximum capacity of 40 people with
an equal balance of male and female
residents. 4 stage program with
residents in treatment from 4 to 12
months.



The Saranna Women and Childrens
Program allows mothers with young
dependent children in their care to
access a residential service within a
therapeutic community setting.
Accommodation facilities include 14
self-contained 2 and 3 bedroom
houses. The Saranna Women and
Children’s Program is unique and the
only AOD residential program in
Western Australia for indigenous and
non-indigenous women and children
impacted by alcohol and drug use.



Also operating from the TC is the
Saranna Outreach Program. This is an
outreach service that offers a
continuum of care to women pre and
post admission to the Saranna Program.

Saranna
Women and
Children’s
Program. 14
families

Mixed
Gender
Program.
40 adults

TC STANDARDS REVIEW APPROACH


The TC Manager and Quality Administrator reviewed the TC Standards Support
Package and decided on the following approach.



Step 1: Whole of TC Staff Training Day to introduce the TC Standards.



Step 2: Division of Staff into Module Groups.



Step 3: Completion of the Self Review exercises by Module Groups.



Step 4: Outcome of the Self Review exercise assessed by TC Manager
and Quality Administrator.



Step 5: Collection of feedback from participants on Self Review Process
and TC Standards Support Package.



Step 6: Delegation of necessary OFIs to staff



Step 7: Collation of Supporting Documentation for the Peer Review



Step 8: Collation of Feedback to inform next Self Review Process,
determination of suggested improvements to the TC Standards Support
Package and summary of practise wisdom to assist other TCs in the TC
Standards process.

TC Standards Workshop Format














09.00am
09.15am

Settle in
Introduction to the Standards and the Review
process (power point presentation)
Questions/discussion
10.00am
Reading time for Module 1
11.00am
Morning tea
11.15am
Discussion
11.30am
Work through Module 1: Know the TC
01.00pm
Lunch
01.45pm
Work through Module 1: Know the TC
03.45pm
Collect feedback about the process
Explain work groups and additional Modules for completion.
Allocate work group facilitators and disseminate work group
folders to all members.
04.30pm
Close

Standards were reviewed by Module
 Module 1, indicator 1.1 was completed by all TC





staff at the Introductory Workshop as a learning
process.
The remainder of Module 1 was completed by the
Quality Administrator, TC Manager and Clinical
Coordinators with the input of staff and residents.
Modules 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 were completed by Work
Groups.
Modules 2 and 8 were completed by the Quality
Administrator, CEO, TC Manager and ISI Worker.
Each work group comprised of a mix of MG and
Saranna staff. Staff were matched to Modules
based on their experience, work role and
expertise.

Each work group Facilitator received:

 A folder containing the self-review worksheet

sections associated with the Module allocated
to their work group.
 Each work group member received:
 A folder containing the allocated Module, the
ATCEEs and the glossary of terms.

Accountabilities










TC Manager
Ensure peer review process is efficient and
effective
Provide support throughout the process to all
work groups
Work within allocated work groups
Ensure accuracy and relevance of information
for all Modules
Complete Modules 2 and 8 and the remainder
of 1
Identify opportunities for improvement
Provide point of accountability to CEO and
Management Committee
Peer Review representative











Quality Administrator
Ensure peer review process is efficient and
effective
Provide support throughout the process to all
work groups
Work within allocated work groups
Collate all information for modules from work
groups for peer review
Collect supporting documentation
Ensure accuracy and relevance of information
for all Modules
Complete Modules 2 and 8 and the remainder
of 1
Identify opportunities for improvement
Peer Review representative

Work Group Facilitators
 Ensure all information for Module is complete
 Keep Work Group on track
 Ensure all work group members have an

opportunity to contribute
 Liaison point with Quality Administrator for
support and Module completion

What We Learned Through The Process
Workshop
The majority of staff found the TC Standards Workshop
helpful
Able to commence their modules with an understanding of
the process.
Suggest that reading time should be staggered throughout
the day rather than one block at the beginning.
Staff feedback was generally positive and many stated that
they understood the process well enough to commence
working on it.
It was also stated that they felt that the TC Standards Self
Review was relevant to their work and therefore felt open to
investing their time in the project.
Significant support was required by most work groups in the
initial stages but this was with regard to specific issues, not
the overall process which was understood by most staff.

Workgroups
Initially, staff required a significant amount of
support to understand the finer points of what
was required and to choose measurement
activities however the number of queries
reduced over time.
Some staff were hesitant to work on their
modules without the full complement of their
group and this resulted in some delays, however
once this was recognised people were
encouraged to do what they could individually
and then ask the remainder of the group for
feedback when possible.

It was also necessary to
emphasise to staff that
wherever possible,
systems, documents and
procedures that are
already in place should
be used as
measurement activities.
This allows us to assess
what we currently have
in place and also to
reduce the time
necessary to complete
the review.

In some cases however,
choosing a measurement
activity resulted in the
development of new and
useful processes eg.
Education group
checklists for each
resident (record of
information given to
resident members on
health and safety factors
related to drug use).
It also initiated the
implementation of
documents and
procedures that had
been developed but not
yet released eg. The staff
training matrix and the
individual staff training
records.

Interestingly the
review process
gave staff the
opportunity and
the time to
address issues and
review processes
that have been on
the ‘to do’ list for
some time. This
has been an
extremely positive
outcome.

Division of the self review process across groups
causes a ‘silo’ effect, resulting in doubling up of
work – some measurement activities can be done
once and the evidence used for more than one
indicator.
Many OFIs are common across indicators but are
then prioritized differently based on individual
opinion.
This could be addressed by the module groups
meeting on different days and the Quality
Administrator attending all groups so that
information can be more effectively shared and
repetition is minimized.

There was a varied
approach to writing up the
Self Review worksheet
which made it clear that a
standard approach and
an example of a
completed indicator
should be written up and
provided to all workgroups
prior to commencement.

Priority Table
There were varied interpretations about the
Priority Table especially with regard to the first
column “What the TC hopes to gain from the
improvement”.
The majority of groups put the strategy to
address the OFI (Steps to achieve this
improvement) in this column rather than a
broad statement about what the improvement
would achieve in terms of service quality by
adherence to the ATCEEs.

Example of correct approach
What the TC hopes to gain from
the improvement

Steps to achieve this
improvement

Priority 1

Review current treatment plans

Effective Treatment Plans
supported by a strong evidence
base.

Research current evidence based
literature on best practice
“treatment plans, sessions
summaries and closure formats”
Consult with senior staff and staff
teams.
Design and implement.
Provide staff training.

Resources
The amount of time apportioned to
completion of the self review was
underestimated in our planning process.
The time and resources needed to complete
the review is significant.
The Standards Review timetable had to be
adjusted significantly to more adequately
reflect the time needed for Module
completion.

One of the fruits of
this experience will
be a better
understanding of
the resources
required to
complete the self
assessment in the
future and a more
accurate timeline of
the process.

As this is the first review using this framework, extra time
is also needed to develop an understanding of what is
required and to assess the most effective and efficient
approach.

Some of the responses to the questions
asked in the Self Review Worksheet will
remain the same or similar for the purpose of
subsequent reviews which will reduce the
time spent in the future eg. If your TC
currently applies an additional quality
process, (eg QIC, EQuIP, ISO, Quality
Framework) identify where the above selfreview has enhanced and/or contributed
towards that additional quality process. For
example which standard/indicator of the
additional quality process does this link with?
The QF performance indicators that can be
linked to the Standards indicators should not
change.

Prioritising OFIs
It was highlighted that
although staff input is
imperative, it is the
role of the
organisation leaders
to prioritise the OFIs in
line with
organisational goals.
This means that the
leaders need to
allocate time to
complete this at the
end of the Self Review
process.

Strategies Developed
Each group was given a copy of the policy index. This
saves group time sorting through the policy manuals for
relevant documentation and allows staff to easily
determine what policies and procedures are in place.
These were then attached to the modules (one copy
per indicator) with the policies relevant to the indicator
highlighted to facilitate the peer review process.
A positive byproduct of this strategy is that staff
become more familiar with all of the organisations
policies and procedures.

Supporting Evidence Matrix





A Matrix was developed to:
Give an overview of each standard
Priority level
Whether or not we considered it to be met
Supporting evidence.
This gave a clear overview of where we were
at and which OFIs were highest priority. It also
enabled us to produce one evidence file for all
modules.

MODULE 1 - COMMUNITY AS METHOD
STANDARD
INDICATOR
1.1

1.2

1.3

DESCRIPTION

PRIORITY

MET/
UNMET

The TC program
applies the
Community as
Method approach
The TC program has
distinct stages
generally covering
assessment/orientati
on, treatment,
transition and reentry
The TC approach is
multidimensional,
involving
development, and
flexibly meets the
needs of individuals
accessing the service

ESSENTIAL

MET

ESSENTIAL

MET

therapy,
education,
values and
skills
ESSENTIAL

MET

DOCUMENTATION
Resident Manual
Community
timetable & Role
descriptions
Stage
documentation,
Resident Manual,
Community
timetable, Role
descriptions
Resident Manual,
Community
timetable, Role
descriptions, Stage
documentation

OBSERVATION

INTERVIEW

TC Groups,
Work period,
& tour of TC
premises.
TC Groups,
Work period,
tour of TC
premises.

Resident
members &
staff.

TC Groups,
Community
activities,
Work period,
tour of TC
premises.

Resident
members &
staff.

Resident
members &
staff.

How we would approach it next time

TC Standards Team

Staff and Residents

• Dedicated team
responsible for the TC
Standards Review i.e.
deciding on the
measurement
activities, writing up
results and drawing
out OFI’s

• involved in the
process through
participation in the
measurement
activities – interviews,
group discussions,
questionnaires etc.
and then allocated
OFI’s appropriate to
their skills and job
role for completion

Team, Staff,
Residents
• participate in Peer
Review

Quality Administrator
Ideally the TC conducting a self review should be
allocated a Quality Administrator with strong
administrative, organisational and delegation
skills and a thorough understanding of the
Community As Method model.
The Quality Administrator should to a large
extent be free from other responsibilities and
able to focus on the TC Standards Self Review
and Peer Review preparation. This person works
to organize the self review process, support and
encourage staff in completion of the modules,
delegate responsibilities and keep the process
on track. It would be preferable if this person
already had a working relationship with the TC
Staff.

Leadership Champion
The Self Review Process should also have a
leadership champion, that is, someone with
authority who can support the Quality
Administrator in driving the process, motivating
and supporting staff and ensuring that
deadlines are adhered to. Ideally, this would be
the TC Manager.

Module Workgroups
Each Module Workgroup should have one
individual with strong written communication
skills who is responsible for loading the
information into the self review sheet. This may
or may not be the Workgroup Facilitator.
A standard way of writing up each module
should be decided upon prior to
commencement so that a uniform approach
can be used by all groups.

Feedback about the
Support Package
Most useful
Suggested
measurement
activities.
Relevant ATCEEs.
Self Review Worksheet
- gave direction
which
made the process
easier.
Information and
suggested reading

Suggestions with regard to the TC Standards Support
Package
The Self Review Worksheet (currently one
document sorted in numeric order by indicator)
be divided into sections sorted by Module and
made available electronically for those TCs that
choose to work in Module groups.
The measurement activities generate OFIs (quite a
lot of OFI’s) but do not determine whether or not
the standard is met. It may be that all OFIs
generated have been completed and yet the
standard is not met. Therefore, prior to the
identification of a measurement activity the
question could be asked, using the relevant
ATCEEs – do we currently meet the standard?
How can we demonstrate this?

Through experience we learned that the
most efficient approach (measurement
activity) for our TC is to look at the ATCEEs
relevant to the indicator, determine whether
the TC currently meets them and then to
collate supporting evidence
(documentation, observation, interview).
Prioritisation
Priority 1 – necessary to meet the standard,
to be completed prior to review.
Priority 2- significant short term improvement
Priority 3 – significant medium term
improvement
The priorities 2 and 3 are useful for informing
planning days

Other Comments and Suggestions
When the peer review is complete it will be
important to feed back lessons learned through
the appropriate channels. These can be
passed on to agencies yet to go through the
process therefore saving time and resources.
Strategies developed as agencies work through
the standards could be collated to form a
“practice wisdom” tip sheet to be shared
amongst participating agencies for use in the TC
Standards Review process.


While including as many staff as possible is
desirable, and indeed highly recommended,
this does make for a resource intensive and
slower process. The benefits of having a high
rate of staff inclusion far outweigh any negatives
however in terms of program impact and
agency investment ,it needs to be made clear
that this process is a large investment albeit with
a large return.
Strategies can be developed to lessen the
workload without excluding the benefits. e.g.
including all staff through measurement
activities but limiting the management and
recording of the review process to a dedicated
team.

An idea would be to start a digital library
through the ATCA website (similar to the
WANADA digital library for those that know of
it). TC’s could upload selected documents for
sharing eg. TC Specific Recruitment policies,
Treatment Matching policies, Staged Approach
documents, Resident Member Manuals etc. It
would allow ATCA members to better support
each other in meeting the standards and
enhancing practice and service provision and
therefore, improving outcomes for resident
members.

As a result of already
having been through
a quality framework
process it is evident
that the
improvements made
are benefiting the
current process. It
would be interesting
to see how agencies
that haven’t had the
previous experience
of QF experience the
ATCA Standards
process.

All pictures contained within this presentation were taken
at the Cyrenian House Therapeutic Community
by Vanessa S. as part of her 4th stage program and are used
with permission.
Thank you to all the Cyrenian House TC staff and residents
who worked collaboratively and diligently throughout the
Self Review Process.

